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Abstract
We present here a point-duration network formalism which extends the point algebra model
to include additional variables that represent durations between points of time. Thereafter the
new qualitative model is enlarged for allowing unary metric constraints on points and durations,
subsuming in this way several point-based approaches to temporal reasoning. We deal with some
reasoning tasks within the new models and we show that the main problem, deciding consistency,
is NP-complete. However, tractable special cases are identified and we show efficient algorithms for
checking consistency, finding a solution and obtaining the minimal network.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Representing and reasoning about temporal knowledge is an important aspect of
problem solving tasks in a wide range of domains in Artificial Intelligence and Computer
Science. For example, time is crucial in many applications such as scheduling, planning,
natural language processing, medical informatics and so on. Therefore, it is important to
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establish expressible richer frameworks for representing complex temporal relationships
and to develop efficient algorithms to solve the reasoning tasks.
A temporal reasoning task can be viewed as a particular case of a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) [29] where variables represent time entities and constraints represent a set
of allowed temporal relations between them. Several approaches have been proposed to
model temporal relationships between time objects [27]. The interval algebra (IA) [2] and
the point algebra (PA) [32] are two of the most influential frameworks to represent and
reason with qualitative information when events are considered as intervals and points,
respectively. Other point-based formalisms have been introduced [6,10,14,18] to handle
metric information about relationships between point events. Later efforts [15,22] have
been done on integrating both qualitative and quantitative information between time points
and intervals in a single constraint-based computational model for temporal reasoning.
This study proposes two temporal reasoning systems that take both points and durations
as temporal objects and allow relative and indefinite information. The paper is structured
as follows:
Section 2. We show previous definitions and formalisms that are used throughout the
paper. Our work is mainly based on the point algebra [32] and the temporal constraint
satisfaction problem [10].
Section 3. We introduce the qualitative point-duration network formalism (PDN)
formed by two PA networks for point and duration variables, connected by a set
of ternary constraints. The consistency problem for this model is shown to be NP-
complete. We have found that for a restricted version, named simple PDN, this problem
is tractable. We give one quadratic algorithm for checking for consistency and another
algorithm for finding a solution of a simple PDN. These algorithms for simple PDN
can be used with a backtracking algorithm to solve the corresponding problem in the
PDN model.
Section 4. The PDN framework is extended with the augmented point-duration
network model (APDN) that introduces unary metric constraints for handling both
qualitative and quantitative information about points, and qualitative information about
durations. Since a PDN can be considered as a special case of an APDN the consistency
problem for an APDN is also NP-complete. We identify a tractable special case, the
simple APDN, for which we develop efficient algorithms for the problems of deciding
consistency and finding a solution.
Section 5 discusses other related works, showing some advantages of the proposed
models over the existing ones.
To illustrate the usefulness of the new models we consider the example proposed in [22]
with additional qualitative information about durations and quantitative information about
points. The temporal information provided in this story can be managed with the APDN
formalism, as we will show later.
Example 1.1. Bob, Fred and John work for a company that has local and main offices in
Los Angeles. They usually work at the local office, in which case it takes John less than
20 minutes and Fred 15–20 minutes to get to work. Twice a week John works at the main
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office, in which case his commute to work takes at least 60 minutes. Today John left home
between 7:05–7:10 a.m. and Fred arrived at work between 7:50–7:55 a.m. We know that
Fred and John met a traffic light on their way to work. Bob takes less time than Fred to go
to work and today he leaves home before 7:45 a.m.
Our system is able to deduce, for instance, that today Bob arrives at work not later than
8:05 a.m. We also expect to retain the reasoning ability of the existing systems such as
deducing that John arrived at the main office after 8:05 a.m., and he arrives at work at least
10 minutes after Fred.
2. Background on temporal reasoning
In this section we go around some previous definitions and formalisms concerning
temporal representation and reasoning that will be referred in the rest of the paper. We
mainly concentrates on point-based frameworks such as Vilain and Kautz’s point algebra
(PA) [32] and Dechter, Meiri and Pearl’s temporal constraint satisfaction problem (TCSP)
[10].
The point algebra (PA) is a relation algebra [19] whose elements are the possible subsets
of T = {<,>,=}, where T is the set of mutually exclusive basic (so called simple or
atomic) qualitative temporal relations that can be hold between any two points of time.1
The algebra is provided with the operations of inverse (or converse, denoted by −1), set
intersection (denoted by ∩) and composition (denoted by ◦). A point algebra network
(PAN) is a network of binary constraints [23] where variables represent time-points having
the same domain and each constraint is a qualitative PA-relation, i.e., Ri,j ∈ 2T , that
specify the relative position of points pi and pj and restricts in this way the permissible
values for point variables pi and pj . The set {<,>,=} denotes the universal relation.
A quantitative constraint (defined as in [10]) refers to time-distance between variables
and is represented by a set of real intervals {I1, . . . , Ik} = {[a1, b1], . . . , [ak, bk]}. 2 If k > 1
then the constraint is classified as multiple-interval (or disjunctive metric) and if k = 1 the
constraint is classified as single-interval (or simple metric). A quantitative constraint Ci =
{I1, . . . , Ik} is an unary metric constraint if it restricts the domain of variable xi to the given
set of intervals and essentially represents the disjunction (a1  xi  b1)∨ · · · ∨ (ak  xi 
bk). A binary metric constraint Ci,j = {I1, . . . , Ik} restricts the feasible values for the time-
distance xj −xi and represents the disjunction (a1  xj −xi  b1)∨· · ·∨ (ak  xj −xi 
bk). The universal constraint is (−∞,+∞).
A temporal constraint satisfaction problem (TCSP) is a binary network involving a set
of time-point variables {p1, . . . , pn} and a set of unary and binary metric constraints among
them. In order to operate with quantitative constraints, we will use the metric algebra [10]
that is provided with operations of set intersection (∩), composition (⊗) and inverse (−1).
1 In this work, time is supposed to be linear, dense and lower bounded by 0, so we take the set R+0 as a model,
although rationals are also used in the literature.
2 Open and semi-open intervals can be used as well.
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Given two quantitative constraints C and C′, the composition C ⊗C′ can be computed as




Ij + Ik = [aj , bj ] + [ak, bk] = [aj + ak, bj + bk].
The inverse C−1 is obtained as C−1 = {I−1j | Ij ∈ C}, where the inverse of an interval[a, b] is the interval [−b,−a].
Given a binary temporal constraint network N , a solution to the network is an
assignment of real values to point variables such that all the constraints are satisfied. The
network is consistent (or satisfiable) if and only if one solution exits. A value v is a feasible
value for a variable x , if there exists a solution in which x = v. The minimal domain (or
minimal unary metric constraint) of a variable is the set of all feasible values of the variable.
A network NS is a consistent scenario [31] (so called consistent singleton labelling [10])
of the network N , if NS is a consistent subnetwork with the same variables than N and
each constraint CS is a simple constraint selected from the corresponding C in N . All the
binary networks equivalent to a given one can be ordered by set inclusion and the least
element is the minimal network [23]. The minimal network M equivalent to N is given by
all feasible unary and binary constraints, i.e., these constraints are as explicit as possible.
For a binary temporal network N , the main reasoning task is determining consistency
of the network. If the network is consistent, depending on the applications of the temporal
knowledge, one may be also interested in finding a consistent scenario of N , computing
a solution to N or obtaining the minimal network. In general, for the richest expressive
models, these tasks are intractable so that achieving some kind of local consistency [20]
is useful in order to solve the general problem. In addition, for restricted cases, a specific
level of local consistency guarantees soundness and completeness of the problem [7,12,
18]. For our purpose we will use local consistency algorithms for enforcing arc and path
consistency, with the proper adaptations for temporal constraint networks (see [22,31]).
A binary temporal network can be represented by a directed constraint graph and the
network is said to be arc consistent [20] if all its arcs are consistent. This means that for
every arc xi
Ci,j−→ xj and for every value vi in the domain of xi there is a value vj in
the domain of xj such that (vi , vj ) satisfy Ci,j . A path through nodes x0, . . . , xm is path
consistent [23] iff for any pair of values (v0, vm) satisfying the direct constraintC0,m, there
is a sequence of values v1, . . . , vm−1 such that ∀0  i < m every pair (vi , vi+1) satisfies
Ci,i+1.
In the rest of the paper we show two temporal formalisms that includes not only points
but also durations as temporal objects and we solve some of the above temporal reasoning
tasks within the new models.
3. Qualitative point-duration network
The point algebra reviewed in the previous section is a point-based approach to temporal
reasoning. We extend here this formalism with new duration variables and qualitative
relations between them. Each duration dij is a temporal object that represents the time
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elapsed between two points of time pi and pj , but it does not supposes anything about
the relative position of these points with respect to an imaginary “time line”. In order to
properly compare the magnitude of separation between points, durations must take non-
negative values and so we use the Euclidean distance to model durations between points,
that is dij = |pi − pj |. Any two durations can be related to each other by the same set
of basic relations T = {<,>,=} as in the PA. However, semantically, the set T denotes
time-distance relations better than precedence relations: a duration is either shorter, longer
or equal to another duration. Indefinite information is also allowed by using disjunctive
relations from 2T . For example, dij  dkm indicates that the time-distance between points
pi and pj is equal to or shorter than the time-distance between points pk and pm.
Definition 3.1. A point-duration network (PDN) is a structureΣPD = 〈NP ,ND,Rel(P,D)〉
formed by two PA-networksNP and ND and a set of ternary constraints Rel(P,D) relating
points and durations, where:
• NP is determined by a set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of time-point variables that take values
overR+0 and a set Rel(P )= {Ri,j ∈ 2T | ∀1 i, j  n} of binary PA-relations between
points.
• ND is given by a set D = {dij | pi,pj ∈ P } of duration variables over R+0 and a set
Rel(D)= {Rij,km ∈ 2T | ∀dij , dkm ∈D} of binary PA-relations between durations.
• Rel(P,D)= {(Pi,Pj ,Dij ) ∈R30 |Dij = |Pi − Pj |, ∀dij ∈D}.
We refer to Rel(P ),Rel(D) and Rel(P,D) altogether as PD-constraints.
Remark 3.2. Since dij = |pi − pj | = |pj −pi | = dji , we need only one duration variable
dij for representing the time elapsed between pi and pj . So dji is redundant and may
not be considered as part of the set of durations D. It is worth noting that in the previous
definition of the PDN model [24] all possible time-distances between points belong to the
set D. So if one has |P | = n then a lower bound for the number of durations in the previous
definition was |D| = d = n× (n− 1)/2, taking into account that dij = dji . But in a real
case, one could have a set P with a large number of points but only a low number of
durations that need to be constrained. Therefore, with the re-definition of the set D it may
be now O(d) < O(n2).
Definition 3.3. A PD-network ΣPD with n points and d durations is consistent if and
only if at least one solution S = (AP ,AD) exists, where AP is a n-tuple of pairs 〈pi,Pi〉
that denote the assignment of real values to point variables and AD is a d-tuple of pairs
〈dij ,Dij 〉 where a positive value is assigned to each duration variable so that all PD-
constraints are satisfied.
Semantically, a solution of a PDN is an arrangement of the points along the time line
in such a way that we not only preserve the relative position amongst points, but also the
relative magnitude of separation between them.
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Definition 3.4. A PD-network ΣSPD such that every binary relation is basic is called a
simple PDN. A simple PD-network ΣSPD = 〈NSP ,NSD,RelS(P,D)〉 is a consistent scenario
of a PD-network ΣPD = 〈NP ,ND,Rel(P,D)〉 if the following conditions hold:
1. ∀Ri,j ∈ Rel(P ), RSi,j ∈ RelS(P ): RSi,j ⊆Ri,j .
2. ∀Rij,km ∈ Rel(D), RSij,km ∈ RelS(D): RSij,km ⊆Rij,km.
3. ΣSPD is consistent.
One solution S = (AP ,AD) of a PD-network ΣPD determines a consistent scenario
ΣSPD. Indeed, for every two values Pi,Pj in AP , just one basic relation RSi,j is satisfied,
so we take RSi,j as the relation between variables pi and pj in Σ
S
PD. In the same way, we
take RSij,km in Σ
S
PD as the atomic relation that it is satisfied by the assignment Dij ,Dkm to
variables dij , dkm in AD . Van Beek [31] gives an algorithm for finding a consistent scenario
(if possible) of a PAN but this algorithm is not suitable for PDNs, since as a consequence
of ternary constraints Rel(P,D), the PA-networksNP and ND are not independent of each
other. We can illustrate this point with a short example.
Example 3.5. Let ΣPD be a PDN with three point variables, such that p1 < p2 < p3 and
d13 < d12. There is no solution to ΣPD because it must be d13 = d12 + |p2 −p3|, but since
|p2 − p3|  0 it is not possible that d13 < d12. So ΣPD is inconsistent although NP and
ND , considered as independent PA networks, are consistent.
In order to deal with consistency and other reasoning tasks, it is useful to represent a
PDN by means of two directed constraint graphsGP = (VP ,EP ) andGD = (VD,ED) that
explicitly show the binary relations between points and durations, respectively. A point-
node pi is included in VP for each point variable and a duration-node dij is included in
VD for each duration variable. We include an arc pi
Ri,j−→ pj in EP for each Ri,j ∈ Rel(P ).
We also have an arc dij
Rij,km−→ dkm in ED for each Rij,km ∈ Rel(D). As a special case if
dij , dji ∈ D then we take Rij,ji = {=}. In the sequel, we suppose the following trivial
constraints are always satisfied:
pi Ri,j pj ⇔ pj R−1i,j pi
dij Rij,km dkm⇔ dkmR−1ij,km dij
Ri,i = {=}, Rij,ij = {=}
and accordingly, as a graphical convention, we never show the loops (pi,pi) and if we
show the arc (pi,pj ) then we do not show the arc (pj ,pi) (similar assumptions are taken
for arcs in ED). The arcs labeled with the universal relation are not shown either.
3.1. Checking for consistency in a simple PDN
The main temporal reasoning task within the PDN framework is determining the
satisfiability of the network. The consistency problem for a PDN, as we will prove later,
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is NP-complete. So we deal first with simple PDN as a restricted case that will be shown
to be tractable. Before all, we are going to provide necessary and sufficient conditions to
ensure the consistency of a simple PDN and afterwards we show an algorithm that uses
these conditions to check if a simple PDN is consistent.
Lemma 3.6. Let ΣSPD = 〈NP ,ND,Rel(P,D)〉 be a simple PDN. If ΣSPD is consistent then
it must satisfy the following PD-axioms:3
1. If dij ∈D then [(pi = pj ⇔ dij = 0)∧ (pi = pj ⇔ dij > 0)].
2. If [(pi = pj )∧ (dIK, dJK ∈D)] then dIK = dJK .
3. If pi < pj < pk then
[
(dIJ , dIK ∈D⇒ dIJ < dIK)∧ (dJK, dIK ∈D⇒ dJK < dIK)
]
.
4. If pi < pj < pk < pm then
[
(dJK, dIM ∈D⇒ dJK < dIM)∧
(dIJ , dKM,dIK, dJM ∈D⇒RIJ,KM =RIK,JM)
]
.
Proof. If ΣSPD is consistent it is not hard to see that axioms 1–3 must be satisfied, taking
into account distance and partial ordering axioms. For axiom 4, the ordering of points
pi < pj < pk < pm forces dJK < dIM and the following constraints for time-distances
(i.e., durations) among them,
dIK = dIJ + dJK,
dJM = dJK + dKM. (1)
Therefore, dIJ RIJ,KM dKM iff dIK RIJ,KM dJM , so that it must be RIJ,KM = RIK,JM .
The above axioms show the influence of basic relations between points over basic relations
between durations and vice versa. But we have to consider only durations that belong to
the set D, since the other possible time-distance between points are unconstrained. Hence,
if one of the PD-axioms is not satisfied then ΣSPD is inconsistent. ✷
We have shown that PD-axioms are necessary conditions for a simple PDN to be
consistent. Of course, the two PA-networks NP and ND of the simple PDN must be
necessarily consistent. The following theorem relates the consistency of a PAN with the
topology of its constraint graph:
Theorem 3.7 (Van Beek [31]). Let G be the constraint graph of a PAN. The PAN is
consistent if and only if for any pair of point-nodes pi,pj that belong to the same strongly
connected component (SCC)4 of G it is {=} ⊆ Ri,j .
3 As a notation remark, we use an uppercase subindex for duration variable, e.g., dIK , for referring either to
dik or dki .
4 Nodes pi and pj belong to the same SCC if there is a path from pi to pj and a path from pj to pi using
only arcs labeled with ,= or <. If there is a SCC with at least two nodes then the graph is cyclic, otherwise the
graph is acyclic.
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Theorem 3.8. The following conditions are necessary and sufficient for a simple PD-
network ΣSPD to be consistent:
• NP and ND are independently consistent.
• PD-axioms are satisfied.
Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
The algorithm we propose for determining consistency of a simple PD-network ΣSPD =〈NP ,ND,Rel(P,D)〉 can be described by the following steps:
Step 1. Associate two constraint graphsGP = (VP ,EP ) and GD = (VD,ED) to the PA-
networks NP and ND . A special node d0 representing the null duration is added to VD and
the arc d0
<−→ dij is added to ED for each dij ∈D. We suppose initially that any duration
is greater than 0, but this assumption may change in step 2 if two points are discovered to
be equal.
Step 2. Check if NP and ND are independently consistent (see Theorem 3.7; we adapt
here Van Beek’s CSPAN algorithm [31] for finding a consistent scenario of a PAN). For
this purpose, the SCCs of the constraint graphs are calculated. Afterwards, two reduced
constraint graphs, GRP and G
R
D , are built collapsing each SCC into a single class-node and
the new arcs are labeled with the intersection of labels (binary relations) of arcs from
one SCC to another. This process is done by the auxiliary function REDUCE-GRAPH.
These reduced graphs correspond to a reduced PD-network ΣRPD, which is an acyclic
equivalent representation of the original networkΣSPD in the sense that the reduced network
is consistent if and only if the original network is consistent.
Step 3. Check if PD-axioms of Lemma 3.6 are satisfied, and if so ΣSPD is consistent,
otherwise the network is inconsistent.
In Fig. 1 we show the pseudo-code of function CSPDN that follows the steps
described above. In addition to REDUCE-GRAPH, two auxiliary functions are used: SAME-
SCC (GRP ,pi,pj ) that returns TRUE if point-nodes pi and pj are in the same SCC of GP
1. GRP ← REDUCE-GRAPH (GP);
2. for each pi,pj ∈ VP such that SAME-SCC(GRP ,pi,pj ) do
3. if Ri,j ← Ri,j ∩ {=} is empty then return (FALSE);




6. for each dij , dkm ∈ VD such that SAME-SCC(GRD,dij , dkm) do
7. if Rij,km ← Rij,km ∩ {=} is empty then return (FALSE);
8. for each dij ∈ VD such that SAME-SCC(GRD,dij , d0) do
9. if Ri,j ← Ri,j ∩ {=} is empty then return (FALSE);
10. for each dIK,dJK ∈ VD, (k = i, j) do
11. if RIK,JK ←RIK,JK ∩ {=} is empty then return (FALSE);




) then return (TRUE) else return (FALSE);
Fig. 1. Function CSPDN (ΣSPD,GP ,GD).
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1. Let X1 <X2 < · · ·<Xp be the topological ordering of GRP ;




3. for each YIJ < YIK if ¬(XJ < XK) then return (FALSE);
4. for each YJK < YIK if ¬(XI < XJ ) then return (FALSE);
5. for each YJK,YIM such that (I < J <K <M)
6. if ¬(YJK < YIM) then return (FALSE);
7. for each YIJ ,YKM such that (I < J <K <M)
8. if YIK,YJM ∈ VRD then if ¬(RIJ,KM = RIK,JM) then return(FALSE);
9. return (TRUE);





(that is, pi,pj belong to the same class-node Xk of GRP ) and SAME-SCC(GRD,dij , dkm)
that returns TRUE if duration-nodes dij , dkm are in the same SCC. The function CSPDN
makes a call to function AXIOM-3-4 (Fig. 2) that checks if axioms 3 and 4 of Lemma 3.6
are satisfied. We can improve the process of checking the satisfiability of the PD-axioms
by calling AXIOM-3-4 with the reduced constraint graphs, GRP ,GRD , as input, since these
graphs may have less number of nodes than the original ones. In addition, the reduced
graphs reflects strict linear orderings, since they are acyclic and every arc is labelled by a
basic relation, so that the topological orderings are unique.
We use a special indexing scheme for class-nodes in reduced graphs in order to shorten
the description of the pseudo-code of function AXIOM-3-4. When the topological ordering
of GRP is found, the point class-nodes of GRP are renamed so that the set of nodes and the
ordering is of the form X1 < X2 < · · ·< Xp, so that if Xi < Xj then i < j (this may be
not true for original point variables). After that, we obtain a list of alternative names for
each duration class-node Y in GRD in this way: for every dkm ∈ Y ,
• if pk ∈Xi, pm ∈Xj and Xi <Xj then Yij is an alternative name for Y ;
• if pk ∈Xi, pm ∈Xj and Xi >Xj then Yji is an alternative name for Y .
Here, Yij represents the duration class-variable involving point class-variables Xi and Xj ,
being Xi < Xj . When we use a duration class-node with uppercase subindexes like YIJ ,
we suppose that any alternative name for this node is also considered. As a special case, Y0
is the node of GRD that contains the null duration d0.
Example 3.9. In Fig. 3 we show the constraint graphs corresponding to an inconsistent
simple PDN (just subindexes of nodes are shown). After computing the reduced graphs,
their topological orderings are:
X1{p3}<X2{p1}<X3{p4}<X4{p2},
Y0{d0}< Y24{d12}< Y12=23{d13, d14}.
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Fig. 3. An inconsistent simple PDN.
Taking into account the precedence of point variables, it is not possible that d12 < d14.
Notice that Y23 is an alternative name for Y12, so AXIOM-3-4 returns FALSE because
Y24 < Y23 and ¬(X4 <X3).
Theorem 3.10. The function CSPDN decides the consistency of a simple PD-network ΣSPD
with n points and d durations in O(max(n2, d2)).
Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
3.2. Finding a solution of a simple PDN
The proof of Theorem 3.8 give us some guides about how to find a solution for
a consistent simple PDN: incrementally instantiate variables upon previous consistent
instantiations and intersections of bounds for the new variables imposed by binary and
ternary relations. We show in Fig. 4 a function SPDN-SOL that finds a solution of a
consistent simple point-duration network ΣSPD.
Theorem 3.11. A solution of a consistent simple PDN with n points and d durations is
found by function SPDN-SOL in O(n2 × d).
Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
Example 3.12. Suppose we have a simple PDN with 4 points and 3 durations so that
p3 <p4 <p1 <p2 and d34 = d14 < d12. The topological orderings in GRP and GRD are:
X1{p3}<X2{p4}<X3{p1}<X4{p2},
Y12=23{d34, d14}< Y34{d12}.
The network is consistent and the assignment that SPDN-SOL calculates is:
X1{p3} = 1, X2{p4} = 4, Y12=23{d34, d14} =X2 −X1 = 3,
X3{p1} =X2 + Y23 = 7, X4{p2} =X3 + Y12 + 1= 11,
Y34{d12} =X4 −X3 = 4.
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1. let X1 <X2 < · · ·<Xp be the topological ordering in GRP ;
2. let Y0 < Yi1j1 < · · ·< Yiqjq be the topological ordering in GRD ;
3. Y0 ← 0; X1 ← 1; X2 ← p; if Y12 ∈ VRD then Y12 ←X2 −X1;
/* initial values */
4. for k = 3 to p do begin
5. upper ←∞; lower ←Xk−1; Xk ← 0;
6. for i = 1 to k− 1 do
7. if Yrs is an alternative name for Yik (1 r < s < k) then
8. Xk ←Xi + Yrs ; break;
9. upper ←min(upper,min{Xi + Yrs | Yik < Yrs, 1 r < s < k});
/* if such Yrs does not exist then upper does not change */
10. lower ←max(lower,max{Xi + Yrs | Yik > Yrs, 1 r < s < k});
/* if such Yrs does not exist then lower does not change */
11. end-for;
12. if Xk = 0 then Xk = lower+upper2 ; if Xk =∞ then Xk ← lower+ 1;
13. for each Yik (1 i < k) do Yik ←Xk −Xi ;
14. end-for;
15. for each Xi in GRP , for each pj ∈Xi do pj ←Xi ;
16. for each Yij in GRD , for each dkm ∈ Yij do dkm← Yij ;
17. let SPD be a solution given by the above instantiations;
18. return (SPD);
Fig. 4. Function SPDN-SOL (ΣSPD,GP ,GD).
3.3. Consistent and minimal PDN
Now we consider some reasoning tasks within the non-restricted PDN framework, for
which disjunctive binary relations are allowed. Unfortunately, determining consistency of
a PDN is intractable, as we show in the next theorem. Let SAT-PDN be the decision problem
of determining if a given PDN is satisfiable.
Theorem 3.13. SAT-PDN is NP-complete.
Proof. We follow a general procedure [13] for devising an NP-completeness proof for a
decision problem. First we show SAT-PDN belongs to the class NP. This is easy, since for
a YES instance of the problem, a nondeterministic Turing machine needs only to guess
an scenario of the PDN and apply function CSPDN to check in polynomial time that this
simple PDN is consistent and therefore the input PDN is also consistent. In a second stage
we must find a polynomial reduction of known NP-complete problem to SAT-PDN. We
use the 3-COLORABILITY problem for this purpose. An instance of this problem is an
undirected graph G = (V ,E) and the question is: is there a mapping f :V → {1,2,3}
such that (v,w) ∈E implies f (v) = f (w)?
Given an undirected graph G = (V ,E) with |V | = n we show how to construct a
PD network ΣPD = 〈NP ,ND,Rel(P,D)〉 such that ΣPD is satisfiable if an only if there
is a coloring of G using 3 colors. The set of point variables is P = {t1, t2, t3, t4} ∪
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{x3+2, . . . , x3+n+1}, where each x3+j correspond to a node of V . The set of duration
variables is
D = {di(i+1), d(3+j)(3+m) | 1 i  3, 2 j <m n+ 1
}
.
We impose two kinds of constraints between point variables. First, ti < ti+1,∀1  i  3.
Second, for each point variable x3+j ,∀2 j  n+ 1, we require that,
x3+j > t1,
x3+j = ti , i = 2,3,
x3+j < t4.
(2)
Our intention is that the interval ]ti , ti+1[ is associated with color i,∀1  i  3 and
just with constraints (2) a vertex v (represented by x3+j ) can be mapped to any of the
3 colors. Now we must avoid two nodes connected by and edge being mapped to the
same color. That is why we introduce the following constraints on duration variables. For
each edge (v,w) ∈ E with associated variables x3+j and x3+mwe require that, di(i+1) <
d(3+j)(3+m),∀1 i  3.
The above is clearly a polynomial transformation and finally we must show the
equivalence of both problems. If there exists a solution of ΣPD, then relations between
points and durations forces two points x3+j , x3+m, associated with nodes v,w such that
(v,w) ∈ E, not to be assigned values on the same “color interval” ]ti , ti+1[. So it must be
possible to map nodes v and w to different colors. Conversely, if the answer to the instance
of k-COLORABILITY problem is YES, we can find a consistent assignment of ΣPD. For
instance, we take t1 = 1 and ti = ti−1 + 6,∀1< i  4 and ∀1 i  3 we take di(i+1) = 6.
For the rest of point variables, corresponding to nodes of the graph, we calculate the
appropriate values in the following way: for nodes mapped to the same color we can assign
the same value to their corresponding point variables. Suppose now we have (v,w) ∈ E,
then if x3+j corresponds to v and x3+m corresponds to w we can find appropriate values
from different color intervals such that d(k+j)(k+m) > 6 as we require. ✷
Once we know how to determine consistency in a simple PDN, we could devise an
algorithm for the same task with a general PDN. We would have to examine each simple
PDN extracted from the general one, by selecting basic relations, and apply CSPDN until
one consistent scenario is found or no more selections can be done. While there may be an
infinite number of solutions of a PDN there are only a finite number of different consistent
scenarios, which is upper bounded by the maximum number of simple PDNs than can
be extracted, that is O(2n+d). Hence, the algorithm that checks consistency of a PDN is
exponential in the worst case.
We say that Σ1PD = 〈N1P ,N1D,Rel1(P,D)〉 and Σ2PD = 〈N2P ,N2D,Rel2(P,D)〉 with the
same variables are equivalent if and only if they have the same solutions. Following
Montanari’s work [23] on binary CSPs, we can define a partial ordering ⊆PD into a class
of equivalent PDNs. The ordering relation is defined as follows,





for every pair of binary relations between points and durations. As well, we can define the
intersection of two equivalent PD-networksΣ1PD andΣ2PD as a new equivalent PD-network
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ΣPD = Σ1PD ∩ Σ2PD whose binary relations are given by Ri,j = R1i,j ∩ R2i,j ∧ Rij,km =
R1ij,km ∩ R2ij,km . Given a PD-network ΣPD, there exists a unique PD-network equivalent
to ΣPD which is minimal with respect to order ⊆PD (the uniqueness is guaranteed because
equivalent networks are closed under intersection [23]). We call ΣMPD to the minimal point-
duration network equivalent to ΣPD. In the minimal network ΣMPD, the binary relations are
as explicit as possible and this is interesting because finding the minimal network supposes
removing redundant information encoded in a PDN. The next theorem suggests a method
for computing the minimal PDN equivalent to a given one.
Theorem 3.14. Given a PD-network ΣPD, the PD-network ΣMPD with the same variables







where the union is taken over all consistent scenarios ΣSPD of ΣPD, is the minimal network
equivalent to ΣPD.
We omit the proof since a similar one can be found in [10]. This theorem shows that we
can obtain the minimal network ΣMPD by generating all simple PDNs extracted from ΣPD,
checking for consistency of each one with algorithm CSPDN, and taking the union of basic
and feasible binary relations for each pair of variables.
The decomposition scheme suggested above for deciding consistency and finding the
minimal network for a PDN can be improved by running a backtracking search on a meta-
CSP, whose variables are the PDN arcs and the domains are the possible basic relations
(as in [10]). Once that the problem has been converted into CSP with discrete domains,
traditional constraint satisfaction techniques can be applied for improving the performance
of backtracking [16]. In addition, some preprocessing [8] can be done for pruning the
search space. For instance we can apply algorithm PCPDN which is the same algorithm
than CSPDN except that function AXIOM-3-4 is not used (line 12 is omitted). So algorithm
PCPDN is useful for detecting some inconsistencies and reducing the size of the constraint
graphs for points and durations. Anyway, following with the theoretical approach of this
paper, we are more interested in “how to find a solution” than “how efficiently can we find
it”. We leave the former task for further research when the algorithms are implemented and
evaluated.
4. Augmented point-duration networks
In this section we propose another formalism for temporal reasoning with points and
durations that extends the previous PDN model in the sense that allows representing both
qualitative and quantitative information about time points and qualitative relations between
durations. For this purpose we follow the idea of Meiri [22] for extending the point algebra
by means of quantitative domain constraints. The new formalism we present here is a quite
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expressive framework that not only subsumes Meiri’s augmented PA network model but
also the TCSP formalism by Dechter et al. [10].
Definition 4.1. An augmented point-duration network (APDN) is a PDN augmented
by unary metric constraints on domains of points and durations, that is, a structure
ΣAPD = 〈NP ,ND,Rel(P,D)〉 where NP and ND are augmented PA networks for points
and durations, respectively. The additional sets of unary metric constraints in NP and ND
are:
Un(P )= {Ci | for every pi ∈ P },
Un(D)= {Cij | for every dij ∈D},
where Ci and Cij are single-interval or multiple-interval sets. We refer to Rel(P ), Rel(D),
Rel(P,D), Un(P ) and Un(D) altogether as APD-constraints.
Our intuition behind constraining point and duration variables with unary constraints
is that the quantitative information about when each point takes place indicates the
instance of the corresponding point. The metric information about each pair of points
specifies the distance between the two points, which is the instance of the corresponding
duration. Therefore, the quantitative temporal information can be naturally represented by
constraining the domains of points and durations.
Remark 4.2. We differentiate now between variables dij and dji so that the unary metric
constraints (or domains) for these variables can be viewed as the binary metric constraint
between points pi and pj in the TCSP model. Considering that the beginning of the time
line is 0, then a binary constraint such as Ci,j = [−3,7] restricts the permissible value
for pj − pi to the given interval but there is no information about the relative position of
points. This means that in any solution to the TCSP we have the following possibilities:
• if pi < pj then pj − pi ∈]0,7];
• if pi > pj then pi − pj ∈]0,3];
• if pi = pj then pi − pj ∈ [0,0].
Hence, the constraint Ci,j = [−3,7] can be represented using two duration variables with
the following restrictions on their domains and binary relations between points:
• variable dij , with unary constraint Cij = [0,7];
• variable dji , with unary constraint Cji = [0,3].
A solution of an APD-network ΣAPD is given by a pair SAPD = (AP ,AD), such that the
instantiations of point and duration variables in AP and AD satisfy all the APD-constraints.
An APDN is consistent if and only if there exists a solution of the network. A value v ∈R+0
is a feasible value for a variable x (representing a point or a duration) if there exists a
solution in which x = v. The set of all feasible values of a variable is called the minimal
domain of the variable. Let Qual(ΣAPD) denote the PDN which has the same variables
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and the same qualitative relations than the APD-network ΣAPD (that is, the underlying
qualitative network of ΣAPD). An APD-network ΣSAPD is a simple APDN if Qual(ΣAPD)
is a simple PDN and every unary metric constraint in ΣAPD is a single-interval constraint.
Definition 4.3. A consistent scenario with minimal domains of an APD-network ΣAPD is
a consistent simple APD-network ΣSAPD such that:
1. Qual(ΣSAPD) is a consistent scenario of Qual(ΣAPD).
2. UnS(P )⊆Un(P ), UnS(D)⊆Un(D) and every unary constraint of ΣSAPD corresponds
to a non-empty minimal domain.
We say that an APD network ΣAPD is point-arc consistent if the augmented PA network
NP is arc consistent [20]. ΣAPD is duration-arc consistent if ND is arc consistent. It is not
hard to see that ΣAPD may be point-arc and duration-arc consistent but not consistent.
An APDN can also be represented by two directed constraint graphs, GAP = (VP ,EP )
and GAD = (VD,ED), in the same way that for a PDN, where, in addition, each node
is labeled by its unary metric constraint (the label is omitted for the universal domain
constraint [0,∞)). We also introduce the special node d0 in VD labeled with [0,0], for
representing the null duration.
Example 4.4. The temporal information given in the story of Example 1.1 can be managed
with an APDN. Let b−, b+, f−, f+, j−, j+ denote the time points that Bob, Fred and
John, respectively, leave home and arrive at the office. The constraint graphs GAP =
(VP ,EP ) and GAD = (VD,ED), depicted in Fig. 5, show the qualitative and quantitative
constraints between points and durations, that can be extracted from the story. All times in
graph GAP are relative to the “beginning of the world”, chosen at 7:00 a.m. For instance,
from the given information that Fred arrives at work between 7:50–7:55 a.m., the domain
of f+ is restricted to the time interval (50,55). The time distance from f− to f+ is also
limited to (15,20) by the fact that Fred takes 15–20 minutes to get to work. The qualitative
relation that Bob takes less time than Fred to go to work is specified by the ‘<’ relation
between durations db−b+ and df−f+ . The incomplete qualitative information that Fred and
John met at a traffic light on their way to work can be interpreted as the IA-relation [2]
{start, started-by, during, contain, finish, finished-by, overlapped, overlapped-by, equal}
between the two interval events of Fred and John going to work. This is one of the relations
Fig. 5. Graphical representation of Example 1.1.
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(enumerated in [30]) that can be represented by a conjunction of relations between the
endpoints of the intervals, as we show in graph GAP for the point network.
Lemma 4.5. Solving a PDN and a TCSP are special cases of solving an APDN.
Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
As a consequence of this lemma and the fact that deciding consistency for either PDN
or TCSP is NP-complete (Theorem 3.13, Theorem 4.1 in [10]), we cannot expect a better
computational complexity in the case of APDNs. Hence, as in Section 3, we will show first
how to solve the restricted case of a simple APDN. But before we need some intermediate
results that we show in the next subsection.
4.1. Point-arc and duration-arc consistency
Since an APDN is formed by two augmented point algebra networks we can borrow
some of the results achieved for augmented PANs, mainly concerning with arc consistency
[20]. Mackworth and Freuder [21] give an algorithm AC-3 that is quadratic in the
number of variables and achieves arc consistency in a classic (discrete domains) binary
constraint network. But for an augmented PAN with multiple-interval domains, Meiri
shows [22] that AC-3 is O(n4k2) for a complete constraint graph with at most k intervals
per unary constraint. When only the arcs directed along an ordering t of the nodes are
arc consistent, one has a weaker condition known as directional arc consistency (DAC)
[9]. Meiri proves that algorithm 2DAC computes arc consistency and minimal domains
of an acyclic ACPAN (augmented convex5 PAN) with multiple-intervals in O(n2 logk).
Algorithm 2DAC performs two DAC-steps: the first one, along a topological ordering of
the constraint graph, changes upper bounds of domains while the second, along the reverse
topological ordering, changes lower bounds. The main operation of algorithm 2DAC,
REVISE (i, j), makes i
Ri,j−→ j arc consistent by tightening the domain (unary constraint)
of node i according to the domain of node j and the qualitative relation between i and j ,
in this way: Ci ←Ci ∩ (Cj ⊗ QUAN (Rj,i )). Function QUAN [22] transforms PA-relations
to quantitative constraints.
In this subsection we show how to to achieve arc consistency in a simple acyclic
ACPAN, which is an easy special case of an acyclic ACPAN since its constraint graph
reflects a strict linear ordering in the set of nodes, so that the topological ordering is unique.
We show in Fig. 6 a specific algorithm AC-SA-ACPAN that takes as input the constraint
graph G of a simple acyclic ACPAN and its topological ordering and modify the unary
constraints to obtain an equivalent arc consistent ACPAN or produces and exit with failure
if some inconsistency is detected (some domain becomes empty). The algorithm AC-SA-
ACPAN is correct since it is based on algorithm 2DAC. The difference here is that when
updating the unary constraint Ci , which is the domain of node Zi , it is only necessary
to take into account the unary constraints of predecessor node Zi−1 and successor node
5 A PA-network is convex if no binary relation is ‘ =’.
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Table 1
The QUAN translation
R <  = >  = ?
QUAN (0,∞) [0,∞) [0,0] (−∞,0) (−∞,0] (−∞,0),
(0,∞) (−∞,∞)
1. let t ≡ Z1 < · · ·<Zn be the topological ordering of G;
2. for i = n down to 2
3. REVISE (i− 1, i); if Ci−1 = ∅ then exit (‘inconsistent’);
4. for i = 2 to n
5. REVISE (i, i− 1); if Ci =∅ then exit (‘inconsistent’);
Fig. 6. Algorithm AC-SA-ACPAN (G, t).
Zi+1, due to the strict linear ordering among nodes. The time complexity of AC-SA-ACPAN
is O(n) while algorithm 2DAC would be O(n2) if it is applied to the same network with
ordering t .
Algorithm AC-SA-ACPAN can be applied directly to constraint graphs GAP and GAD of
a simple acyclic APDN in order to achieve point-arc and duration-arc consistency. But for
a simple non-acyclic APDN, ΣSAPD, we have to obtain the corresponding simple reduced
APDN, ΣRAPD. The underlying qualitative network of Σ
R
APD is given by the reduced graphs
GRP and GRD of Qual(ΣSAPD) and the reduced unary metric constraints are computed by an
auxiliary function AUGMENT, as follows:








Remark 4.6. As Meiri points out [22] for the case of augmented PANs, the reduced
networkΣRAPD obtained above is an acyclic equivalent representation of the simple network
ΣSAPD, in the sense that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the solution sets.
Hence ΣRAPD is consistent if and only if Σ
S
APD is consistent.
Taking into account the previous remark, it follows that we can work with the reduced
network ΣRAPD instead of the original simple APDN when dealing with several reasoning
tasks, as we show in the following subsections.
4.2. Checking for consistency in a simple APDN
As we have shown in Remark 4.2, the quantitative information represented in an APDN
corresponds to the metric constraints represented in a TCSP. If all metric constraints are
single-interval one has an STP which is solvable (consistency+ minimality) in polynomial
time with a path consistency algorithm [23], such as Mackworth’s PC-1 algorithm [20],
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1. repeat
2. M← T ;
3. for k = 0 to n
4. for i, j = 0 to n
5. Ci,j ← Ci,j ∩Ci,k ⊗Ck,j ;
6. if Ci,j = ∅ then exit (‘inconsistent’);
7. until M = T
Fig. 7. Algorithm PC-1.
depicted in Fig. 7. For an STP, PC-1 requires only one iteration of the repeat-until loop
to obtain the minimal STP network, because composition of constraints distributes over
intersection [10,23]. Therefore PC-1 runs in O(n3) for n points.
Let ΣSAPD be a simple APDN and let Σ
R
APD be the corresponding simple reduced
APDN. We use an auxiliary function OBTAIN-STP (ΣRAPD) that returns a directed constraint
graph GPD, named STP-graph, where nodes represent point class-nodes of ΣRAPD that are
involved in the set of duration class-nodes, plus the the special beginning-point p0 with
domain [0,0]. For each duration class-node of ΣRAPD with unary constraint CRij :
• The arc i Ci,j−→ j is added to GPD.6
• Two arcs p0 C0,i−→ i and p0 C0,j−→ j are included to turn unary constraints CRi and CRj
into binary constraints between p0 and point class-nodes Xi and Xj , respectively.
Afterwards, for each pair of STP-nodes i, j such that Xi < Xj and Yij is not a duration
class-node, we include the the arc i (0,∞)−→ j . This way we make the STP-graph complete.
Finally we take Cj,i ← C−1i,j , for every pair of nodes. The STP obtained in this way can be
minimized with algorithm PC-1 in time O(k3), where k is the number of nodes of the STP-
graph. The resulting simple APDN is equivalent to ΣRAPD, but not necessarily a consistent
scenario with minimal domains. This is because changes in domains of variables produced
by path consistency operations may affect to point-arc or duration-arc consistency.
Example 4.7. Suppose we have a simple APDN with the following domains and
topological orderings of reduced graphs for point and durations:
X1(1,2) < X2(4,8) < X3(7,15) < X4(8,17) < X5(10,20),
Y34(1,2) < Y45(2,3) < Y12(3,6) < Y23(3,7) < Y35(4,8).
This network is point-arc and duration-arc consistent, but domains are not minimal. If we
apply PC-1 to the corresponding STP then the equivalent network obtained is:
X1(1,2) < X2(4,8) < X3(7,15) < X4(8,17) < X5(11,20),
6 Here Ci,j represent the same variable than CRij , so that the domain (unary constraint) of a duration is treated
as a binary metric constraint between the corresponding STP-points. Similar with C0,i and CRi .
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Y34(1,2) < Y45(2,3) < Y12(3,6) < Y23(3,7) < Y35(4,5),
which is not duration-arc consistent and therefore domains are not minimal.
The example above suggests that we must repeat the process of achieving point-arc
and duration-arc consistency followed by path consistency until a relaxed simple APDN is
obtained. We can improve this reiterative process upon the following observations:
• ΣSAPD is consistent and minimal if Qual(ΣSAPD) is consistent, ΣSAPD is point-arc and
duration-arc consistent and every unary constraint is minimal with respect to the STP-
graph of the simple APDN. Hence, just binary constraints that correspond to domains
of the APDN must be minimized.
• For obtaining a minimal binary constraint, we can adapt a single-source shortest path
algorithm [1] for the case of an STP (see Van Beek’s adaptation [30] of Dijkstra’s
algorithm for computing a minimal qualitative relation in quadratic time in the number
of nodes). Another approach with the same time complexity is using a variation of PC-
1 for computing just one minimal binary constraint Ci,j . For this purpose we use the
procedure MINIMIZE (Ci,j ) that performs the following operations:
for each node k of the STP-graph do
for each node r of the STP-graph do
for s = i, j do
Cr,s ←Cr,s ∩ (Cr,k ⊗Ck,s);
if Cr,s = ∅ the exit (‘inconsistent’).
We develop a function MIN-SAPDN (Fig. 8) that takes as input a simple APD-network
ΣSAPD and returns a consistent scenario with minimal domain if Σ
S
APD is consistent,
1. if CSPDN (Qual(ΣSAPD),GP ,GD) then
2. let GRP and G
R
D be the reduced graphs of GP and GD ;
3. let tp ≡X1 <X2 < · · ·<Xp be the topological ordering in GRP ;
4. let td ≡ Y0 < Yi1j1 < · · ·< Yiqjq be the topological ordering in GRD ;
5. else exit (‘inconsistent’);
6. ΣRAPD ← AUGMENT(ΣSAPD,GRP ,GRD);
7. apply AC-SA-ACPAN(GRAP, tp); apply AC-SA-ACPAN(G
R
AD, td );
8. GPD ←OBTAIN-STP (ΣRAPD);
9. for r = 1 to q;
10. MINIMIZE (Cir,jr );






Fig. 8. Function MIN-SAPDN (ΣSAPD,GAP,GAD).
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otherwise the function reports inconsistency. Therefore, function MIN-SAPDN decides the
consistency of a simple APDN.
Theorem 4.8. Function MIN-SAPDN correctly finds a consistent scenario with minimal
domains of a simple APDN or detects inconsistency if such scenario does not exist. The
time complexity is O(d × n2),7 where n is the number of points and d is the number of
durations.
Proof. See Appendix A. ✷
4.3. Finding a solution of a simple APDN
Now we deal with the problem of finding a solution of a simple APDN. This problem
is not as easy as in the case of a PDN or an STP. Of course, the function for constructing
a solution to a simple PDN, SPDN-SOL (Fig. 4), does not work properly because unary
metric constraints are not considered. One strategy could be building a solution for an
APDN based on a solution for the corresponding minimal STP-graph. A minimal STP is
decomposable [10], that is, a solution can be found without backtracking and the algorithm
for this task is based on the following idea: starting with x0 = 0, assign to each variable any
value that satisfies the constraints relative to previous assignments. For instance, if one has
a minimal STP-graph for which variables x0, x1, . . . , xk−1 has been already instantiated,




[vi, vi ] ⊗Ci,k (3)
where each vi is the value assigned to variable xi . But this algorithm does not work for a
simple APDN with minimal domains, as we illustrate in the following example.
Example 4.9. Suppose that function MIN-SAPDN is applied to the simple APDN of
Example 4.7. The equivalent simple APDN with minimal domains is:
X1(1,2) < X2(4,7) < X3(7,12) < X4(8,14) < X5(11,17),
Y34(1,2) < Y45(2,3) < Y12(3,5) < Y23(3,5) < Y35(4,5).
The beginning-point is p0 = 0 and for rest of points we compute a value that belongs to the
intersection of intervals given by formula (3). Since in theory any value is valid, we take the
middle point of the interval bound. This way we obtain X1 = 1.5,X2 = 5.5,X3 = 9.5, but
these are not feasible values since it must be Y12 =X2 −X1 = 4 and Y23 =X3 −X2 = 4,
which is not consistent with Y12 < Y23. The source of the error is that qualitative relations
between durations have not been considered. But even if we compute the values for
durations immediately after the value for a new point has been calculated and we apply
duration-arc consistency before instantiating a new point, the process is not valid either.
7 This is an improvement by a factor of at least n over the complexity of a previous algorithm for the same
task that appears in [33].
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1. let ΣRAPD be the augmented reduced network of Σ
S
APD;
2. let tp ≡X1 <X2 < · · ·<Xp be the topological ordering in GRAP;
3. let td ≡ Y0 < Yi1j1 < · · ·< Yiqjq be the topological ordering in GRAD;
4. let GPD be the STP-graph of ΣRAPD; let v0 ← 0;
5. for k = 1 to p
6. if k is not a node of GPD then select any vk ∈ CRk ;
7. else select any vk ∈
⋂
i=0...k−1[vi, vi ] ⊗Ci,k ; C0,k←[vk, vk ];
8. for j = 1 to k− 1 do Cj,k ← Cj,0 ⊗C0,k ;
9. ΣRAPD ← MIN-SAPDN (ΣRAPD,GRAP,GRAD);
10. for each Xi in GRAP, for each pj ∈Xi do pj ← C0,i ;
11. end-for;
12. for each Yij in GRAD, for each dkm ∈ Yij do dkm← Ci,j ;
13. let SAPD be a solution given by the above instantiations;
14. return (SAPD);
Fig. 9. Function SAPDN-SOL (ΣSAPD,Σ
R
APD).
For this example we obtain that a value for X5 must belong to the open interval (14.5,14.5)
which is empty.
The example above suggest that building a solution to a simple APDN requires that
every time a value v for a variable x (point or duration) is calculated, the domain of x
must be fixed to the closed interval [v, v] and afterwards the domains of the resulting
APDN must be minimized again. This process is repeated until every domain contains a
single value, so that a solution is trivially found upon the final unary constraints. In Fig. 9
we show a function SAPDN-SOL that finds a solution to a consistent simple APDN with
minimal domains.
Example 4.10. Given the simple APDN with minimal domains of Example 4.9, the
function SAPDN-SOL returns the following solution for this network (middle point for
intervals has been taken):
p1 = 1.5, p2 = 5.5, p3 = 10, p4 = 11.75, p5 = 14.625,
d34 = 1.75, d45 = 2.875, d12 = 4, d23 = 4.5, d35 = 4.625.
Theorem 4.11. Function SAPDN-SOL finds a solution of a consistent simple APDN with
minimal domains in O(d × n3), where n is the number of points and d is the number of
durations.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is clear upon the previous discussion and the time
complexity is due to the for-loop of lines 5–9 that requires applying MIN-SAPDN n times
in the worst case. ✷
The time complexity of SAPDN-SOL is rather high for the worst case. This is the case
when all the original points in P are different and all of them are implicated in some
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duration. For a real case the time could be much lower and, to be precise, the complexity
of finding a solution may be improved by avoiding minimizing the entire network ΣRAPD.
That is, updating only domains that may be affected by a previous assignment, following
the aim of algorithm PC-2 [20]. But this idea requires a more complicated time complexity
analysis of the constraint propagation process and it is not clear whether the worst-case
analysis for the new algorithm would be better than O(d × n3).
To finish this section we point out that the consistency problem for the APDN model
is NP-complete since the PDN model can be considered as a special case of the APDN
framework and a non-deterministic algorithm can check for consistency in polynomial
time using the function MIN-SAPDN. Since we know how to solve a simple APDN, a
backtracking algorithm could be devised for solving an APDN, following the same idea
that we propose for the PDN framework in Section 3.3. In this case, the possible number of
simple APDNs that can be extracted from a general APDN is rather higher than for a PDN,
since not only simple qualitative relations must be selected but also single-interval unary
constraints. Therefore, some kind of preprocessing is needed and also several techniques
for improve backtracking.
Example 4.12. Let ΣAPD be an APDN with constraint graphs for points and durations
depicted in Fig. 10. After finding the SCCs, the reduced point network becomes a simple
PAN and to solve the APDN we have to consider the possible singleton labelling of the
reduced duration network. The minimal reduced APDN is depicted in Fig. 11. The original
network ΣAPD is consistent and has two consistent scenarios with minimal domains:
p1(1,5) < p2(7,10) < p3 = p4(12,20) and d12(5,8) < d23(5,10) < d13(10,15),
p1(1,5) < p2(7,10) < p3 = p4(12,18) and d23(2,8) < d12(5,8) < d13(7,15).
Fig. 10. Constraint graphs of Example 4.12.
Fig. 11. Minimal reduced APDN of Example 4.12.
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A consistent assignment for point and duration variables can be found upon one of these
consistent scenarios with function SAPDN-SOL.
5. Discussion and related works
This section discusses some advantages of the models proposed in this work, PDN
and APDN, over some of the existing frameworks. A crucial point in common for the
two models is that non-binary relations (i.e., ternary relations dij = |pi − pj | and 4-ary
implicit constraints among points that are involved in a binary relation between durations)
are managed inside a system that integrate two temporal binary networks. This way,
much of the work developed for binary constraint networks can be re-used, leading to
efficient constraint propagation techniques and algorithms that are easy to implement.
Several interesting and quite expressive frameworks that have been proposed recently has
inefficiency and intrinsic difficulty as major drawbacks [14,17,25,28].
To the best of our knowledge, Allen [2] was the first author that outlined a duration
reasoning system. The duration information was encoded in a supplementary network
orthogonal to the interval network, where nodes are time intervals and the arcs are labeled
with a range that includes a multiplicative factor for obtaining the duration of the second
interval upon the duration of the first interval. Propagation across two duration restrictions
is accomplished by multiplying the respective upper and lower duration limits (see also
[3]). But this process is not complete, not even when intervals are related by basic IA-
relations. Let us give an illustration that proves this fact:
Example 5.1. Suppose we have intervals A,B,C,D such that the information given in the
interval network is (A starts B), (A meets C), (A before D), (B overlaps C), (B meets D),
(D finishes C). If relations given in the duration network are: dur(A) < dur(B),dur(A) <
dur(C),dur(A) < dur(D),dur(B) > dur(C),dur(B) > dur(D),dur(C) > dur(D), then
the temporal information is inconsistent. But this inconsistency cannot be detected by
propagating constraints inside the duration network.
As Allen suggests, rules that show how constraints introduced in one network may affect
to constraints introduced in the other must be provided. We have shown in the present work
a formal way of describing the influence of relationships between points over relationships
between durations and vice versa: four point-duration axioms are given for that purpose.
The above example can be managed with the simple PDN model, since binary relations
between intervals can be converted into conjunctions of basic binary relations between
the endpoints of intervals, and the inconsistency is detected in quadratic time with our
consistency checking algorithm: in this case it is detected than PD-axiom 4 is not satisfied.
Introducing a range for relating durations, as Allen proposes, is a way of provide some
kind of metric information. Our approach for introducing metric constraints in a point-
duration framework (the APDN model) is different but quite reasonable, since it supposes
an extension of the TCSP formalism. Even though the APDN framework is not sufficient
to represent the full set of IA-relations, the subset that the APDN can manage (i.e., the
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“pointsable” IA-relations) is useful and important as many applications of interval algebra
in the literature actually only use this subset [30].
Another approach that introduces durations as time entities is given in [5]. This
formalism can represent qualitative and quantitative constraints between points and
durations but cannot allow disjunctive constraints between these temporal objects. The
algorithms proposed for temporal reasoning with point and durations are not completely
described nor formally proved to be sound and complete. In addition, as for the case
of Allen’s duration reasoner, no algorithm is provided for computing a solution to the
network.
Meiri proposes [22] a hybrid network for representing points and intervals that
conceptually combines the TCSP model [10] and interval algebra [2]. However, this
framework is not capable of capturing the qualitative information about durations of
intervals, such as the information about Bob, given in Example 1.1. Another attempt
to represent qualitative and quantitative information about interval events is the Interval
Distance Sub Algebra (IDSA) by Badaloni and Berati [4]. The temporal information is
represented in a single constraint network where nodes represent intervals and a constraint
between a pair of intervals is a disjunction of IDSA-relations. Each IDSA-relation is an
entry of five elements, representing a pointsable IA-relation between the intervals and four
distances (given by interval bounds) between the endpoints of the two intervals. Solving
the IDSA-network is based on the fact that an IDSA-network whose arcs are single IDSA-
relations is equivalent to an STP. IDSA can only represent a point event if it viewed as an
extreme point of an interval and qualitative relations between durations of intervals cannot
be represented in this model either.
Recently Jonsson and Bäcström [14] proposed a unifying framework, called Disjunctive
Linear Relations (DLRs), that subsumes most of the formalisms for temporal reasoning
proposed in the literature but, logically, is computationally expensive. There is a subset of
DLRs, named Horn DRLs (also identified by Koubarakis [17]) for which the consistency
problem is polynomial. Karmarkar’s or Khachiyan’s linear programming algorithm [26]
must be used to solve a set of Horn constraints, but this algorithm is costly8 and does
not take advantage of the underlying structures of temporal constraints. In addition, the
numerical stability of these methods may be questionable if they are applied to constraint
satisfaction (not optimization) problems.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed two formalisms for integrating temporal information about points
and durations by means of two connected binary networks. The more expressive is the
model the less efficient is process of solving a problem, as it is usual. Nevertheless,
the algorithms proposed for the restricted versions are quite efficient and well studied
techniques for constraint propagation and improving backtracking can be applied in other
8 A system Ax  b of rational linear inequalities in n variables can be solved in O(n5 logT ) arithmetic
operations on numbers with O(n3 logT ) digits, where T is the maximum absolute value of the entries.
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to solve the temporal reasoning tasks for the general models. The contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:
• We have discovered that the problem of deciding consistency of a PDN is NP-complete
and we have identified an easy tractable case, the simple PDN, for which we give two
efficient algorithms for deciding consistency and finding a solution.
• The PDN has been extended by allowing unary metric constraints yielding to the
APDN framework, that subsumes the augmented PA [22] and the TCSP [10] models.
For the special case of a simple APDN, an algorithm has been provided for deciding
consistency and computing minimal domains. An algorithm for obtaining a solution to
a simple APDN has also been developed.
• We have suggested an scheme to solve a temporal problem for the PDN and APDN
using the algorithms for the simple models and several preprocessing techniques.
• The algorithms developed in this work have been proved to be sound and complete.
Our ongoing research is to investigate an APDN-based framework that can deal with full
interval relations. One possibility is combining the APDN formalism with the Generalized
Multi-Point Event framework (GMPE) [34]. GMPE represents the disjunction of interval
relations by using disjunction of matrices of relations between interval endpoints. We
expect that extending the GMPE framework to handle point and duration information
should lead to an efficient reasoner where qualitative and quantitative constraints among
points and durations are combined. Another line of research within the PDN and APDN
models is discovering tractable fragments more expressive than the simple PDN and
APDN, while maintaining their conceptual simplicity and efficiency so much as possible.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.8. These conditions are clearly necessary since NP and ND must
be consistent PA-networks and PD-axioms must be satisfied by Lemma 3.6. But the
conditions are also sufficient. To show this, we are going to prove by induction that any
PD-subnetwork of ΣSPD with k  n points is consistent. To short the proof we consider
only the worst-case analysis that is when the “∈D” conditions that appear in the axioms
are true. In addition, just one duration dij or dji is considered.
BASIS STEP: we show that every subnetwork with 4 or less points is consistent. The
possible sets of points and durations are:
(i) Two points {pi,pj } and one duration {dij }. This subnetwork is trivially consistent.
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(ii) Three points {pi,pj ,pk} and durations from {dij , djk, dik}. Since NP and ND are
consistent (in fact they are path consistent because every binary relation is basic) then the
only source of inconsistency could be:
(a) Only two points are equal, for instance, pi = pj < pk and dij > djk . But this implies
that PD-axiom 1 is not satisfied, which is a contradiction. If pi = pj and ¬(dik = djk)
then PD-axiom 2 is not satisfied!
(b) The three points are equal and not all durations are equal. This is not possible since
PD-axiom 2 is satisfied by assumption.
(c) The three points are different, for instance, pi < pj < pk and ¬(dij < dik) or ¬(djk <
dik). In this case PD-axiom 3 is not satisfied!
Hence, every subnetwork with 3 points must be consistent.
(iii) Four points {pi,pj ,pk,pm} and durations from {dij , dik, dim, djk, djm, dkm}.
Every binary and ternary constrains among three of these four points are satisfiable, as
we have shown in (ii). If we consider four points that are in a strict linear order, for
instance pi < pj < pk < pm, then the only cause of inconsistency could be ¬(djk <
dim) ∨ ¬(Rij,km = Rik,jm) (see proof of Lemma 3.6). But this is not the case here,
since PD-axiom 4 is satisfied. If the ordering between points is not strict, for example,
pi < pj = pk < pm, then it must be also Rij,km = Rik,jm, since Eqs. (1) must be hold.
But this is the case: by PD-axiom 2 it is (dij = dik), (dkm = djm) and since ND is
path consistent then Rij,km = Rik,jm. Therefore, any subnetwork with 4 points must be
consistent.
INDUCTIVE STEP: we assume that any PD-subnetwork with k − 1 points is consistent
and show that if we add an additional point variable then the subnetwork obtained is still
consistent. Suppose we have a consistent subnetwork with points {p1,p2, . . . , pk−1}. Let
pk be a new point variable and d1k, d2k, . . . , d(k−1)k the new duration variables in which
pk is involved. Now we must show that there are feasible values for these new variables,
what means that,
(a) ∀1 i < k: Pi Ri,k pk ,
(b) ∀1 i,p, q < k: dik Rik,pq Dpq ,
(c) ∀1 i, j < k: dik Rik,jk djk ,
(d) ∀1 i < k: dik = |Pi −pk|.
The uppercase letters denote feasible values for the corresponding variables. Since Ri,k is
basic, then equations dik = |Pi − pk| can be replace by dik = Pi − pk if Ri,k = {>}, or
by dik = pk − Pi if Ri,k = {<}, or by dik = 0 if Ri,k = {=}. This way, we get bounds on
instantiations of pk and dik (i = 1, . . . , k− 1), and these bounds define convex sets over R
in the case of (a) and (b), and R2 for cases (c) and (d). So by Helly’s theorem9 [11] it is
sufficient to show that any three bounds have a point in common to show that they all have
9 This theorem states the following: “Let F be a finite family of at least n+1 convex sets in Rn. If every n+1
sets have a point in common, then all the sets in F have a point in common”.
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a point in common. But we can ensure this because every simple PD-subnetwork with 4 or
less point is consistent. Hence, every PD-subnetwork with k points (k  n) is consistent,
and in particular for k = n, ΣSPD is consistent. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.10. To show that function CSPDN is sound and complete we must
prove the following statements:
(i) If CSPDN returns FALSE then ΣSPD is inconsistent.
(ii) If CSPDN returns TRUE then ΣSPD is consistent.
To prove statement (i) we have to revise the lines where the function CSPDN returns FALSE
and show the cause of the inconsistency detected. In lines 3 or 7 of Fig. 1 it is detected
that NP or ND are not independently consistent (see Theorem 3.7). In lines 9 or 11 some
constraints induced by distance properties do not hold (PD-axioms 1 or 2, respectively). If
function AXIOM-3-4 (Fig. 2) returns FALSE in lines 3, 4, 6 or 8 this is because one of the
PD-axioms 3 or 4 is not satisfiable. So if CSPDN returns FALSE it is because ΣSPD does not
satisfy necessary conditions, shown in Theorem 3.8, to be consistent.
To prove statement (ii) we have to show that if CSPDN returns TRUE it is because
ΣSPD satisfy sufficient conditions to be consistent. NP and ND are consistent, since after
computing SCCs, it is checked that all variables that belong to the same SCC are equal.
PD-axiom 1 is satisfied because for every pair of points such that pi = pj and dij ∈ D,
node dij is forced to be in the same SCC than d0 (line 4), otherwise by assumption dij > 0.
And conversely, if dij belongs to the same SCC than null duration it is pi = pj (Ri,j = {=},
line 9) and if dIK, dJK ∈ VD it is dIK = dJK (line 11), therefore PD-axiom 2 is satisfied.
Once that PD-axioms where the equality relation appears have been checked, we can just
take into account the reduced graphs for points and durations to see if PD-axioms 3 and 4
are satisfied. This is done throughout the function AXIOM-3-4. Since nodes that represents
SCCs are in a strict linear order and thanks also to the indexing scheme, it is quite easy to
verify that axioms 3 and 4 are satisfied.
This proves that CSPDN correctly checks for consistency in a simple PDN and this
is done in polynomial time. In fact, CSPDN is O(max(n2, d2)). This time is due mainly
to the cost of computing SCCs and topological orderings which is O(n2 + d2) [1] in
the worst case, when each SCC contains only one point or duration-node. Steps 3–6 of
AXIOM-3-4 are O(d2) in the worst case. Hence, we have that CSPDN is O(n2 + d2) =
O(max(n2, d2)). ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.11. SPD returned by the function is a solution ofΣSPD if we can ensure
that all PD-constraints are satisfied for each new point class-variable Xk (k = 3 . . .p) and
implicated duration class-variables Yik , what in this case means that
(a) ∀1 i < k: Pi < Xk ,
(b) ∀Yik, Yrs (1 i, r, s < k): Yik Rik,rs Drs ,
(c) ∀Yik, Yjk (1 i, j < k): Yik Rik,jk Yjk ,
(d) ∀Yik (1 i < k): Yik =Xk − Pi ,
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where letters P andD denote the values that have been calculated in previous steps. Taking
into account the unique topological ordering in GRP we can suppress (a) and (d)-constraints
if we substitute Yik for Xk − Pi in equations (b) and (c), so that now we have,
(b) ∀Yik, Yrs (1 i, r, s < k): (Xk − Pi)Rik,rs Drs ,
(c) ∀Yik, Yjk (1 i, j < k): (Xk − Pi)Rik,jk (Xk − Pj ).
But since ΣSPD is consistent, PD-axiom 3 is satisfiable so that (c)-constraints are also
satisfied: it is indeed Pi R−1ik,jk Pj . Relations in (b) define convex bounds so that a value
for Xk must be restricted to a nonempty interval as we showed in Theorem 3.8. Notice that
if any Yik is an alternative label for Yrs (i.e., both refer to the same SCC) then, by distance
properties, it must be Xk ∈ [Pi +Drs,Pi +Prs] (line 8). Otherwise Xk can be instantiated
with any real value inside the open interval (lower,upper) (we take the middle point or
lower + 1 if there is no upper bound). The interval (lower,upper) is computed taking
into account the former (b)-constraints. Afterwards we get the values for duration class-
variables Yik (line 13) . This way, the value obtained for Xk is greater than previous values
forXi (i < k) and the value obtained for each Yik satisfy ternary relation Yik =Xk−Xi and
it is compatible with the topological ordering in GRD . Hence all PD-constraints are satisfied
for each new point class-variable and implicated duration class-variables, as we wanted.
Once that values for class-variables of reduced graphs have been calculated, consistent
instantiations for original point and duration variables are obtained upon the corresponding
values for class-variables (lines 15 and 16). This assignment satisfy Rel(P ), Rel(D) and
Rel(P,D) so that SPD returned by SPDN-SOL is really a solution of ΣSPD.
Supposing that topological orderings have been calculated before, the time complexity
of function SPDN-SOL is O(n2 × d): the for-loop of lines 4–14 is O(n2 × d) in the worst
case, when reduced graphs have the same number of nodes than original constraint graphs
for points and durations. ✷
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Solving a PDN is clearly a special case of solving and APDN, since
a PDN can be considered as an APDN in which every unary metric constraint is [0,∞),
that is, domains of points and variables are not restricted.
In the other way, given a TCSP with n point variables {p1, . . . , pn} over R+0 and a
set of unary and binary metric constraints among these variables, we can construct an
APDN so that the TCSP is consistent if and only if the APDN is consistent. Indeed,
we take as the set of points P = {p1, . . . , pn} and by default every binary relation of
Rel(P ) is universal. For each unary metric constraint Ci in the TCSP we include Ci
in the set Un(P ). For each binary metric constraint Ci,j = {I1, . . . , Ik} in the TCSP
we obtain two interval-set constraints: C+i,j = {I1 ∩ [0,∞), . . . , Ik ∩ [0,∞)} and C−i,j ={I1 ∩ (−∞,0], . . . , Ik ∩ (−∞,0]} and depending on the resulting sets:
• if C+i,j = ∅ and C−i,j = ∅ then add both dij and dji to the set of durations D; include
in Un(D) the constraints Cij = C+i,j and Cji = (C−i,j )−1; if 0 /∈ C+i,j ∪ C−i,j then
Ri,j = {<,>};
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• if C+i,j = ∅ and C−i,j = ∅ then add dij to D; include in Un(D) the constraintCij = C+i,j ;
if 0 /∈ C+i,j then Ri,j = {<} else Ri,j = {<,=};
• if C+i,j = ∅ and C−i,j = ∅ then add dji to D; include in Un(D) the constraint Cji =
(C−i,j )−1; if 0 /∈C−i,j then Rj,i = {<} else Rj,i = {<,=}.
Taking into account Remark 4.2, it follows that the way in which duration variables,
binary relation between the implicated points and unary metric constraints are introduced,
guarantees that the TCSP is consistent iff the corresponding APDN is consistent. Therefore
solving a TCSP can be effectively viewed as a special case of solving an APDN. Hence the
APDN model extends the TCSP model.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. If MIN-SAPDN produces an exit (‘inconsistent’) then ΣSAPD is
indeed inconsistent, so that no consistent scenario with minimal domains can be found.
Inconsistency may be due to the underlying qualitative network is inconsistent, or a
duration domain becomes empty because quantitative constraints together with qualitative
relations cannot be satisfied.
If MIN-SAPDN returns a network ΣMAPD then Σ
M
APD is a consistent scenario with minimal
domains of ΣSAPD (in fact, this consistent scenario is unique). To prove this statement notice
that after line 6 one knows that ΣSAPD has a consistent underlying qualitative network
and an equivalent reduced representation of the network, so that the consistency of ΣSAPD
follows from the consistency of ΣRAPD (see Remark 4.6). But we can ensure that ΣRAPD
is consistent and minimal if it is point-arc and duration-arc consistent and domains are
minimal with respect to the STP-graph. These conditions hold when the network is returned
because:
1. ΣRAPD is clearly duration-arc consistent because a call to AC-SA-ACPAN was done in
the last iteration of the for-loop of lines 9–11.
2. Binary constraints that do not correspond to domains of ΣRAPD have not been
minimized, but this cannot be a source of inconsistency because by construction of
the STP-graph these constraints were initialized to (0,∞).
3. It can be proved that each binary constraint Cir ,jr is minimal with respect to the STP-
graph after the for-loop of lines 9–11. Hence the corresponding duration class-node
domain is minimal.
4. It can be proved that every point class-node domain is minimal with respect to the
STP-graph after line 12 and ΣRAPD is point-arc consistent.
Let us prove statement 3. In absence of arc consistency operations, the binary constraints
computed by MINIMIZE in line 10 and line 12 would correspond to minimal domains for
durations and points, respectively. But the network must be kept point-arc and duration-arc
consistent (see Example 4.7). We name C0ir ,jr to a binary constraint obtained in line 8 and
Czir ,jr is the resulting constraint after the zth iteration of the for-loop of lines 9–11. Let
us prove by induction that ∀ z ∈ {1, . . . , q} the constraints Czir ,jr , r  z are minimal with
respect to the updated STP-graph after the zth iteration. If this hypothesis is true then for
z= q all duration class-node domains will be minimal after the for-loop of lines 9–11.
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BASIS STEP. By MINIMIZE (C0i1,j1) we have that C
1
i1,j1
⊆⋂s∈GPD(C0i1,s ⊗ C0s,j1), so
that l1i1,j1  l
0
i1,s
+ l0s,j1 and u1i1,j1  u0i1,s + u0s,j1 , where l and u denote the lower and upper
bounds of the interval, respectively. Suppose that C1i1,j1 is not minimal with respect to the
STP-graph. Then there must be is a node k = p0 in GPD such that C1i1,j1  C1i1,k ⊗ C1k,j1 .




+ u1k,j1 . We also have that Xi1 < Xj1 < Xk or Xk < Xi1 < Xj1 . Suppose
the first ordering amongst point class-nodes, then it must be Yi1k, Yj1k > Yi1j1 so that
l1k,j1 = −u1j1,k  0 and u1k,j1 = −l1j1,k  0. The upper bounds of domain constraints for
nodes Yi1k, Yj1k cannot change after the call to AC-SA-ACPAN in line 11 because ΣRAPD
was duration-arc consistent after line 7 and MINIMIZE may decrease an upper bound but
never increase it. So it must be now (a): l1i1,j1 < l1i1,k−u0j1,k or (b): u1i1,j1 > u0i1,k− l1j1,k . But
the call to AC-SA-ACPAN ensures that if l1i1,k = l0i1,k then it must be l1i1,k = l1i1,j1 , hence (a)
is not possible. In the other way, if l1j1,k = l0j1,k then it must be l1j1,k > l0j1,k . By MINIMIZE
we have that u1i1,j1  u
0
i1,k
− l0j1,k < u0i1,k − l1j1,k , so that (b) cannot be hold. If we consider
the other ordering Xk < Xi1 < Xj1 we also find a contradiction, in a similar way. Hence
C1i1,j1 is already minimal with respect to the STP-graph.
INDUCTIVE STEP. Suposse the hypothesis is true for iteration z − 1. We first show
that Cziz,jz is minimal. After MINIMIZE (C
z−1
iz ,jz







+ uz−1s,jz , for every s ∈ GPD. If Cziz,jz is not minimal with respect to the




(b): uziz,jz > u
z
iz,k
+ uzk,jz . We consider now the possible ordering of point and duration
class-nodes:
1. Xiz < Xjz < Xk and Yjzk < Yizjz < Yizk . In this case we have that, by effect of
MINIMIZE, uziz,jz  u
z−1
iz,k
+ uz−1k,jz = uz−1iz,k − lz−1jz,k . But uz−1iz,k = uziz,k and lz−1jz,k = lzjz,k ,
since the call to AC-SA-ACPAN does not change these bounds. So (b) cannot be hold.
In the other way, if uzjz,k = uz−1jz,k then it must be uzjz,k = uziz,jz and if lziz,k = lz−1iz,k




+ lzk,jz = lziz,k − uzjz,k , so that (a) cannot be hold. The other possibility is
that lziz,k = lz−1iz,k but uzjz,k = uziz,jz . If (a) is true then lziz,jz < lziz,k − uzjz,k < lz−1iz,k − uz−1jz,k .
But this is not possible by MINIMIZE.
2. Xiz < Xjz < Xk and Yizk, Yjzk > Yizjz . This case is analogous to the basis step using z
and z− 1 instead of 1 and 0, respectively.
3. Xk <Xiz < Xjz . This case is analogous to cases 1 and 2.
4. Xiz < Xk <Xjz . Then it must be, Yizk, Ykjz < Yizjz and in this case domains for nodes
Yizk, Ykjz does not change with respect to the previous iteration because lower bounds
do not change as a consequence of minimizing the domain of Yizjz , and upper bounds
do not change either. This is true since uziz,jz  u
z−1
iz,k
+ uz−1k,jz and uziz,jz > uz−1iz,k , uz−1k,jz ,
so that uz−1iz,k and u
z−1
k,jz
cannot change by means of an arc consistency operation.
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Hence constraint Cziz,jz must be minimal with respect to the STP-graph after the zth
iteration. But so are binary constrains Czir ,jr for every r < z. This can be proved similarly
by contradiction, using the fact that Cz−1ir ,jr was minimal, by hypothesis, after the (z− 1)th
iteration.
Let us prove statement 4. By MINIMIZE (0,0), every point class-node domain (i.e.,
constraint C0,i ) is minimal with respect to the STP-graph after line 12 (single-source-
p0 shortest paths are calculated). Moreover, ΣRAPD is also point-arc consistent, since
it was point-arc consistent after line 7, and every arc Xi
<−→ Xi+1 is maintained arc
consistent because MINIMIZE makes the operation Ci,0 ← Ci,0 ∩ (Ci,i+1 ⊗ Ci+1,0) and
Ci,i+1 ⊆ QUAN(<). In the other way an arc Xi+1 >−→ Xi is kept arc consistent through
the operation Ci+1,0 ← Ci+1,0 ∩ (Ci+1,i ⊗ Ci,0). Therefore line 12 updates constraints as
PC-1 and the changes do not affect to minimality and arc consistency of duration domains.
Hence, statement 4 is proved and finally we conclude that algorithm MIN-SAPDN is correct
since it detects inconsistency if the input APDN is inconsistent and otherwise it returns a
consistent scenario with minimal domains.
To finish, we show the complexity time analysis of the function MIN-SAPDN. The worst
case is when the number of nodes of reduced graphs coincides with number of nodes of
the original graphs and all point variables are involved in the set of durations, so that the
STP-graph has n point-nodes. Hence, function MIN-SAPDN is O(d × n2) because:
• Applying CSPDN is O(max(n2, d2)).
• AUGMENT does not make more than O(d + n) intersection operations.
• AC-SA-ACPAN (GRAP) is O(n) and AC-SA-ACPAN (GRAD) is O(d).
• The time complexity of MINIMIZE is O(n2), so that the for-loop of lines 9–11 is
O(d × n2).
• Line 12 is O(n2).
• MODIFY (ΣSAPD,ΣRAPD) does not make more than O(n+ d) assignment operations.
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